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Abstract
Two-sided platforms aggregating user generated content have become increasingly
common on the Internet, as highlighted by the recent emergence of two knowledge
markets connecting user submitted questions with user generated answers. An
experiment with marketing messages was run on Google to determine which side of a
knowledge market offered stronger benefits. Advertising performed poorly on both sides,
but led to an unexpected finding: site content, once indexed by search engines, resulted
in an order of magnitude more traffic and more user conversions than search engine
advertising. This finding suggested that optimal growth strategies for user generated
content properties on the Internet focus on maximizing content reach, increasing
production of content on the site, and acquiring new content.
Thesis advisor:
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1. Introduction
Goals & Purpose
Between summer 2006 and early 2007, two large Internet-based knowledge markets
were launched. The initial goal of this paper was to study Internet knowledge markets
using the framework of a two-sided platform. I wanted to explore which side of these
platforms offered stronger benefits to its users, and together with Catherine Tucker,
devised a series of marketing tests aimed at measuring user response as a reflection of
the perceived underlying benefit of the platform. However, my data did not follow any of
the outcomes I had anticipated. I present an interpretation that has broad implications on
user generated content sites.
An MBA thesis is a bit of an odd, vestigial remnant of Sloan's MIT heritage. This paper is
intended as a starting point for an entrepreneurial student interested in the design or
marketing of an Internet property with two-sided platform characteristics. That said, I
make an argument for additional research in user generated content platforms. While
much has been written about social networks and social networking platforms on the
Internet, there is much to be explored about the new breed of user generated content
properties emerging online.

Structure
Section two introduces two-sided platforms and Internet knowledge markets. Existing
Internet knowledge markets are discussed. AnswerU, the startup property used in my
experiment, is introduced, along with the framing question of the experiment. Section
three describes the design of experiment and discusses Google as an experimental
framework. A summary of the data are presented, followed by an analysis. Section four
discusses how key findings could be applied to growth strategies for Internet startups.
Section five concludes and highlights two areas for additional research.

2. Background
Two-Sided Platforms
A two-sided platform (2SP) is a system that coordinates two or more distinct,
interdependent groups of customers, enabling them to interact and create value.1 Many
2SPs exist on the Internet, such as eBay, Match.com, HotJobs, Yahoo!, and PayPal.
eBay, Match.com, and HotJobs are examples of exchanges - classic 2SPs where an
intermediary matches demand from two distinct groups. Yahoo!, as an example of an
advertising-supported media property, is also a 2SP. In this case advertisers and
viewers represent the two distinct groups brought together by the system. The system
produces content, content attracts viewers, and viewers attract advertisers. Finally,
PayPal is an example of a transaction processing system, with buyers and sellers
representing the two different groups brought together on the platform.

Internet-Based Knowledge Markets
Internet-based knowledge markets are two-sided platforms. Both sides of the platform
possess benefits. On the question-side of the platform, users are able to search an
existing knowledge base and, if unable to find relevant content, given a forum to ask
questions and potentially receive sought-after information. They are given the
opportunity to give feedback on the quality of answers received, enabling other users
seeking similar information to find higher quality content. On the answer-side of the
platform, users are given the opportunity to publicly showcase their knowledge of a
specific subject, and receive recognition for their thoughtful answers. Often there are
"karma" systems where users accumulate publicly-disclosed points based on answer
activity and the subsequent ratings of their answers.
Two prominent Internet knowledge markets have launched recently, drawing attention to
the space. Yahoo! Answers, was released (after being in beta since late 2005) in June
2006. Yahoo! Answers enables users to enter questions to be answered by other Yahoo!
users. As a question is typed, the knowledge base of prior questions is searched for
related question-answer pairs, which are dynamically displayed to the questioner.
Questions are organized into a category-based hierarchy. Users can browse for
'Evans and Schmalensee (2005)

questions on a category-by-category basis, or search the knowledge base for specific
keywords. Questions are divided into three categories - Open Questions, Resolved
Questions, and Undecided Questions. Messages encourage users to answer open
questions, rate the quality of answers to resolved questions, or vote on the best answer
for undecided questions. Yahoo! operates a points system in an attempt to motivate
productive user activities. Users are given points at sign-up. Asking a question costs
points, while answering questions, choosing a best answer for your question, or rating
other answers add points. Yahoo! Answers was promoted heavily on the Official FIFA
Worldcup website that Yahoo! operated, and the property saw tens of millions of unique
visitors during its launch campaign2 .
Linkedln released Linkedln Answers in January 2007. Unlike Yahoo!'s broadly-focused
property, Linkedln Answers focuses specifically on professionals. For users with
professional knowledge questions (such as those searching recommendations for a
niche expert), LinkedIn offers a platform for querying the Linkedin user base. For users
with answers to questions, Linkedln offers the ability to highlight expertise. Like Yahoo!
Answers, questions are divided into topical categories; users who offer a sufficient
number of "best answers" to questions in a given category are tagged as experts on
Linkedln. Unlike Yahoo! Answers, there Linkedln Answers does not offer anonymity. A
Linkedln user's name and profile is associated with each question and answer.

Candidate for study: AnswerU
AnswerU is an Internet-based knowledge market focused on the college market. It offers
students at a given school a venue to post questions, either signed or anonymously,
about various aspects of campus life. Other students on the site can answer these
questions. Unlike other knowledge markets, AnswerU uses natural language processing
techniques examine the contents of the question. AnswerU then identifies other users
with a high probability of being able to answer the question, based on profile content and
past answers. AnswerU routes the question to these users and asks them for a
response. In this way AnswerU can generate answers for questions posted on the site
quickly and using a small user base. Other sites rely on users to discover questions they

2 For

detail on the Yahoo! Answers launch, refer to Yahoo!'s Q2 2006 earnings call, or
related brokerage research notes.

could answer, an approach that requires frequent return visits by a broad base of active
users.

Which Side Has Stronger Benefits?
As two-sided platforms, Internet knowledge markets offer different benefits to each
distinct group of users. The benefits derived by each group need not be equivalent; in
fact, the benefits on one side of the platform may be much stronger than the benefits
offered by the other side. For knowledge markets, it is not immediately obvious which
platform side offers stronger benefits. Users asking questions derive strong benefits from
good answers, but focus groups3 routinely reveal fears of publicly asking questions.
Users may not benefit directly from answering a question, but there could be
psychological rewards associated with displaying knowledge publicly. Both Yahoo! and
Linkedln offer products with "Answers" in the name, but split marketing messages
between users with questions and users with answers.
It is important to know which side of a 2SP has stronger benefits. The side with stronger
benefits may prove to have more "stickiness" with users than the side with weaker
benefits. The asymmetry in benefits impacts product design as well as product
marketing.
Any asymmetry in the benefits of a 2SP has strong implications on product strategy. The
side with stronger benefits should show more "stickiness" with users than the weaker
side. An effective product strategy wields users who receive stronger benefits to acquire
users for the other side of the platform. For example, as a new form of payment online,
PayPal offered stronger benefits to small merchants selling on eBay than it did to
individual buyers. PayPal harnessed this asymmetry by using the small merchants to
acquire individual buyer accounts.

3 Conducted

2007.

with small groups of current students at Berkeley and Stanford in March

3. Marketing Messages Experiment
Goals and Design of Experiment
One way to determine which side of a 2SP knowledge market has stronger benefits
would be to test marketing messages tied to each side and measure their corresponding
response. Should messages tied to one side elicit more traffic and more desired user
behavior than messages tied to the other side, we might infer that side had stronger
benefits.
The best way to test marketing messages would be to A-B test individual messages on
random samples of traffic of the site in question. We attempted to do this with AnswerU,
but our desire to rapidly iterate the site to respond to user feedback ran in conflict with
the needs of an extended, controlled experiment. In other words, frequent tweaks to site
design broke our ability to consistently test marketing messages on site traffic. For
example, front page design is critical to capturing incoming traffic and converting visitors
into users. An early stage property constantly modifies the features and layout of its front
page in an effort to optimize user acquisition. A proper experiment to measure the
relative response to marketing messages would hold front page design constant, but a
scrappy startup effort cannot afford to invest the time to run such an experiment. To get
around the problem of a constantly changing platform, we opted to use an external
framework for testing marketing messages, namely Google AdWords.

Google as Experimental Framework
Google offers two products that can be combined to form an inexpensive framework for
testing marketing messages. AdWords enables Google customers to display ads
alongside search results when a user's search includes specified keywords. Google
Analytics provides website operators with detailed data describing how users found a
site, and what they did once they arrived on that site. Through a combination of
AdWords and Analytics, we can display messages to a subset of the large Google
audience and then monitor the behavior of users who clicked on the marketing
messages.
Google AdWords uses a hierarchical structure to describe advertising campaigns. The
largest unit, a campaign, has one or more ad groups. Each ad group features one or
8

more advertisements, along with a set of keywords and payment bids for those
keywords. Assuming the bid is sufficient, searches including an ad group's keywords
trigger the display of one of the ads in the ad group. Only one ad from a campaign is
shown at any given time, so if two ad groups within a campaign have the same
keywords (e.g., "college advice"), only one ad (from one of the ad groups) is shown.
To test which side of AnswerU had stronger benefits, we created a set of advertising
campaigns. Each advertising campaign was tied to a specific school supported by
AnswerU, and campaigns were restricted geographically to its school's state. Every
campaign had two ad groups, one containing question-side messages and the other
containing answer-side message. Since search queries would never show more than
one ad from a campaign, and since our campaigns were geographically restricted,
individual user searches would never show more than one AnswerU advertisement at a
given time. We used the same keywords with the same price bids across ad groups in
each campaign in an attempt to display question-side messages and answer-side
messages in equal proportion.
The diagram below illustrates the generic structure of an AnswerU advertising
campaign.
AnswerU Marketing Message Test Campaign

This campaign structure was reproduced for the six schools with the most content on
AnswerU: Stanford, Cornell, Michigan, Berkeley, Harvard, and University of Virginia.

Advertising on AdWords had several drawbacks for the purposes of the marketing
messages experiment. First, Google's ad auction system incorporates a notion of ad
quality that is algorithmically derived. Ad quality reflects an estimate of an ad's relevance
for requested keywords. More relevant ads have a higher likelihood of a user clicking on
them. When selecting the winning keyword auction bid, Google looks at both the bid
price as well as the quality of the ad, selecting the combination that yields the highest
revenue over time. 4
The AnswerU campaign highlighted that ad quality scores appear to be dynamic. If the
actual click through rate of an ad is lower than the rate Google projected at the
beginning of the ad campaign, the ad quality score declines. This results in a declining
ad position and, over time, requires altering keyword bids. If actual click through rate is
much lower than the projected click through rate, a substantial increase in keyword bids
is required to keep a given campaign running.
Because AnswerU featured a number of low click through rate ad messages coupled
with broadly triggered keywords, I had to raise bid prices significantly over time. Making
matters worse, we tested a variety of ad variations in a rotation mode that granted
roughly even exposure to each variation. (By default, the system optimizes ad
performance by decreasing the relative exposure of poorly performing ad variations and
increasing the share of impressions of better performing ad variations.) By forcing an
even rotation of ad variations, poorly performing ads lowered the overall click through
rate of AnswerU ad groups, thereby requiring higher keyword bids. I effectively overpaid
for the ad variations with higher click through rates (in some cases, by $4+ per click.) A
true real world campaign would not behave in this manner - underperforming ads would
be culled.
The second problem with the design of our experiment was the use of Google as a
messaging platform. Delivering a message to search engine users based on keyword
matching was not analogous to A-B testing messaging on the landing page of the
AnswerU site. Messaging in search engine results reached a broader audience with a
4 For

a detailed discussion of search engine keyword auction methods, see Edelman,
Ostrovsky, and Schwarz (2006).

lower level of engagement. In other words a keyword match is a limited indicator of user
intention; much about the state of the user at the time of a search is unknown. By
contrast, more can be inferred about traffic arriving at the landing page of a website.
Visitors arriving at the landing page of a website have either clicked on a referring link on
an external website, or typed the URL directly in to their browser. Either way, traffic
arriving at the landing page of a site reflects a higher degree of commitment than traffic
exposed to ads over the course of searches on Google.

Data
Two months of marketing campaigns yielded the data summarized in the table below.

Natural Search Traffic Outperformed Paid Advertising
Answer Side of Platform
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Natural search outperformed keyword advertising in visitors and conversion rate.

Analysis
The preceding chart highlights the two key metrics observed in the AnswerU
experiments: advertisement click through rate (CTR), and the sign-up conversion rate.
Ad click through rate is straightforward - it is simply the number of clicks a given ad
received divided by the number of times it was displayed to users (or number of

impressions.) The sign-up conversion rate reflects the percentage of new visitors to the
site who registered as users. These two key characteristics enable a manager to project
the growth a website will derive from an advertising campaign: a campaign produces a
number of users equal to the total number of ad impression multiplied by the product of
CTR and the sign-up conversion rate.
Going in to the experiment, conversations with a number of startups created the
expectation that ads would see click through rates around 2%, and conversion rates of
the resulting clicks around 5%. This translates into roughly one new user for every one
thousand ad impressions. Publicly available information on the Yahoo! Answers launch
validated these expectations. Yahoo! acquired 50 million registered users during their
first month of Answers operation, and during this time Answers was heavily promoted on
the FIFA World Cup page and the Yahoo! front page. A 5% conversion rate coupled
with a 1-2% CTR would imply Yahoo! Answers received the equivalent of fifty to one
hundred billion impressions, which is the order of magnitude one would expect from the
World Cup site and Yahoo! front page during the period involved.
Against these expectations, the experiment's advertising performance was abysmal.
Advertising impressions converted to clicks at a rate an order magnitude lower than
expected. Sign-up conversions were similarly lower than expected, although the dearth
of advertising clicks limits the statistical significance of the observed rate.
One possible explanation for the underperformance of AnswerU ad messages has to do
with Google's ad display optimization. When AdWords customers create an advertising
campaign with multiple advertisement variations, Google measures the performance of
each ad. By default, Google increases the share of impressions of the better performing
ads in the campaign over time, while starving the ads which gain the fewest number of
user clicks. The AnswerU had ad display optimization disabled in order to give each ad
message a roughly equal share of impressions. Had it been enabled, the bulk of
impressions would have gone to the best performing questions-side and answer-side
ads. Therefore, the overall click through rate observed would have been much higher,
closer to the CTRs of AnswerU's best performing ads, rather than an average of all ads.
The best performing question-side ads in the experiment featured CTRs of 0.25% -

0.5%, while the best performing answer-side ads received clicks for 0.15% to 0.25% of
impressions. Based on the observed behavior of AnswerU's best performing ads, it
appears that ad optimization would have produced aggregate question-side and answerside CTRs approximately two to four times higher than that observed in the experiment.
Advertising was not the only way users could discover AnswerU during our experiment.
Every time a question is entered into the AnswerU system, a unique web page is created
automatically. Future answers to the question, as well as other related topics, are added
to the question's page. Over time search engines index these pages. Indexed question
pages find their way into the unpaid search results (commonly called natural search
results) generated by user queries. Some users discovered AnswerU when it appeared
in their unpaid search results (because content on an AnswerU question page matched
their queries.) Comparing the traffic AnswerU received from search advertisements to
the traffic AnswerU received from natural search results leads to a key insight from the
experiment: traffic derived from natural search results was far greater, and of higer value
than traffic derived from paid clicks.
In retrospect, the out-performance of natural search traffic compared to advertisingderived traffic may not be surprising. AnswerU ad campaigns were associated with tens
of keywords; at the same time, AnswerU contained approximately 10,000 question
pages that had been indexed by search engines. Given the disparity between the
relatively small number of keywords and the relatively large amount of searchable
content on AnswerU, we would expect AnswerU to be triggered in natural search results
far more often than it was triggered in paid search results. Unfortunately, there is no way
to observe or measure the number of times AnswerU appeared in the natural results of
user searches, so a direct comparison between impressions associated with search
results and impressions associated with advertising messages is not possible.
Google Analytics tracked the activity generated by each visitor to AnswerU. Visitors
derived natural search activity were more likely to sign-up and become active registered
users than visitors who arrived at AnswerU by clicking on paid advertisement traffic. This
is an important finding because active registered users provide value to AnswerU, as
they can ask new questions, rate answers to other questions, and answer questions.

Thus natural search activity produced both more leads and higher quality leads than
advertising traffic. Why did visitors derived from natural search results sign-up at a
higher rate? One plausible explanation would be natural search results tend to be more
contextually relevant than advertisements triggered by a keyword match. Additionally,
the excerpt of the question page included with a natural search result may confer more
relevant information to the searcher. If this is the case, clicks on natural search results
demonstrate a greater engagement than clicks on ads.

4. Applications for User Generated Content Properties
The key insight from our AnswerU experiments was that natural search results
outperformed advertising messages. Natural search produced more visitors than search
advertising, and the visitors produced by natural search were more valuable than
advertising-derived visitors, as natural search visitors registered as users at a higher
rate. This observation has important implications on the product strategies employed by
a set of 2SPs on the Internet.

User Generated Content Properties
User Generated Content (UGC) properties on the Internet are two-sided platforms that
coordinate two distinct groups of users: content consumers and content producers. For
consumers, a UGC property offers access to a structured aggregation of content.
Blogging platforms and photo sharing sites are examples of popular UGC properties that
aggregate and structure content for consumers. At the same time, a UGC property
enables another set of users, producers, to create and share content. Blogging platforms
enable writers to share their thoughts through a chronologically-ordered structure of
posts, and photo sharing sites enable amateur and professional photographers to
organize and share pictures across the web. AnswerU can be viewed as a UGC
property, where our registered users produce the questions and answers that serve as
platform content, and all other site visitors serve as consumers.

Product Strategy
Successful product strategies for user generated content properties can be viewed
through the two-sided platform framework. Some strategies apply to the consumer side
of the platform, while other strategies apply to the producer side of the platform.
Successful strategies for one side do not appear to conflict with successful strategies for
the other side.

Consumer-side strategies
Consumer-side strategies focus on maximizing content reach among prospective
consumers. Three common techniques are used to broaden content reach: viral
embedding, search engine optimization, and word-of-mouth mechanisms.

Viral embedding, coupled with a suitable target property, appears to be the most
powerful mechanism of the three. In a viral embedding strategy, user generated content
is broken into units which are suitably easy for users of the system to embed in other
Internet properties (serving as hosts in the viral metaphor.) PayPal is a model example
of this strategy. With PayPal, sellers received payments with greater security and speed
at a lower cost when compared to other available forms of payment. Buyers saw the
PayPal buttons, signed up for the service, and in turn attracted more sellers. PayPal's
buttons enabled eBay sellers to promote the service across auctions in the eBay
marketplace. YouTube employed a nearly identical strategy in its early days, this time
with MySpace as its host. Although YouTube was not unique among sites offering video
clips, YouTube was the first to show users simple copy-and-paste html strings, enabling
them to embed videos in their MySpace profiles.
As the name might suggest, a viral embed strategy can enable an Internet property's
reach to grow quickly and organically, driven by user activity rather than marketing
spend. Unlike a virus, however, a startup employing a viral embedding strategy faces its
greatest vulnerability in a middle stage of growth. Early in a viral embed strategy, the
startup either too small to be noticed by potential host properties, or too small to be
perceived as a threat. When noticed, host properties may view the startup as a free test
of a feature that, if proven popular with users, the host could easily mimic and in turn
squash the intruding startup. At some point the host perceives as a threat the increasing
adoption of a viral startup's embedded content. The startup has entered its most
vulnerable stage of growth. To be successful, the startup must outmaneuver or outwit its
host while continuing to grow. If growth continues, the startup eventually faces declining
vulnerability, as the size of its user base grants it increasing leverage with the host.
When PayPal reached this stage of growth among eBay users, Peter Thiel pronounced it
"too large to fail."
Search engine optimization (SEO) represents a second product strategy for the
consumer side of a user generated content 2SP. The motivation here is straightforward.
The overwhelming majority of Internet users employ search engines regularly (cite
Morgan Stanley number). To the extent that a startup can make content search indexfriendly, the content becomes more accessible to searchers, effectively increasing its

reach. It is important to distinguish between SEO efforts that make site content more
accessible and index-ready for search crawlers, such as moving text out of images and
into page bodies, including a limited number of keywords toward the top of pages and in
titles, and structuring content into coherent, logical units, and SEO efforts that exploit
what is believed to be an input, such as keywords in URLs, in undisclosed search
ranking algorithms (which are subject to change.)

Producer-side Strategies
Producer-side strategies are centered on creating more content. Here there are two
points of leverage: increasing the contributions of existing producers, and converting
consumers to producers. Karma systems, compliment systems, and pay-per-action
schemes have met varying degrees of success.
The points-based system used by Yahoo! Answers is an example of a karma system
designed to convert consumers to producers. The points have no economic value - they
can't be purchased, sold, or traded for prizes. But a user's identify in the system is
publicly associated with his or her points balance, and as a result some users are
inclined to earn more points. This can be observed in knowledge markets like Yahoo!
Answers and Linkedln Answers, as well as other UGC properties, such as usersubmitted news site digg. On digg a registered user's profile displays the number of
articles he or she has submitted into the system, along with the number of articles that
"break through" by receiving favorable votes from other users. This karma system
encourages a user to find articles relevant to the rest of the crowd and be the first to
submit them.
Compliment systems are a similar method for encouraging content production. These
systems enable consumers of content on a UGC property to send compliments to
content producers. Some aspect of the compliment is publicly available. The local
reviews site Yelp enables users to share their views of local businesses and services.
Readers are able to send compliments to review writers, and the compliments a user
has received are shown on his or her compliment page.
A final strategy for encouraging content production is a pay-per-action model where the
most productive users are paid. Netscape attempted to build a rival to digg using this
17

strategy.5 Netscape offered top users at digg $1000 per month to post their stories to
Netscape rather than digg. While Netscape's attempt backfired, startup PayPerPost has
seen more success by creating a platform enabling advertisers to pay bloggers to write
about their products.

Marketing Strategy
The key insight from the AnswerU experiment is that content acquires more users via
natural search results than search engine advertising. If this finding is applicable to other
UGC sites, it has an important implication on marketing strategy: marketing efforts
should focus on acquiring content rather than directly acquiring users. Given a properly
designed platform that employs consumer-side strategies such as the viral embedding,
search engine optimization, or word-of-mouth strategies discussed earlier, content will
attract an audience of users without advertising spend.

5 See http://www.calacanis.com/2006/07/18/everyones-gotta-eat-or-1-000-a-month-for-

doing-what-youre/

5. Conclusion, Qualifications, and Further Research
Marketing message experiments with AnswerU were designed to show which side of an
Internet knowledge market 2SP has stronger benefits. Advertising performed poorly on
both sides. This led to an unexpected finding: site content, once indexed by search
engines, resulted in an order of magnitude more traffic and more user conversions than
search engine advertising. This finding suggests that optimal growth strategies for user
generated content properties on the Internet focus on maximizing content reach,
increasing production of content on the site, and acquiring new content.
Several important qualifications apply to this experiment and its findings. The
experimental framework used - search engine advertising - is an imperfect measure of
message effectiveness due to the lack of control over the context in which messages are
shown. A better method would be to conduct a structured test of messages on the
property itself. However, a small, quickly growing property hosting an evolving product
may make a poor test bed because it cannot afford to hold other aspects of the site
constant enough to avoid contaminating the results.
User generated content properties have garnered a tremendous amount of attention and
capital since 2004. In a short period of time, Wikipedia, flickr, and YouTube have grown
into mainstream sites with enormous collections of content. I believe these new user
generated content properties merit additional research. Further research would enable
more insightful product design. Relevant questions include: how does consumption of
user generated content compare to consumption of validated content; how and why
users create and share content; and how do users on either side of a 2SP interact with
each other when social features are present. Additionally, the value of an incremental
unit of user generated content is fresh ground for further marketing research. Just as
firms today use customer lifetime value analyses as a method for valuing their
businesses, businesses built on user generated content properties will require a deep
understanding of the value of the content created by their users.
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7. Appendix
Message Performance by Advertising Campaign
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[school name] help
[school name] questions

[school name] sports

0%
2.07%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
0%

0%

6.66%

0%

0%

1.57%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.13%
0.14%

0.22%
0.09%

[mascot name]
about [school name]

0%
2.13%

0%

0%

0%

0%

[school name] campus

1.16%

0%

[school name] admits
[school name] students

0%
5%

0%
0.81%

0.13%

0.08%

.12%/ U.U/o%

0.38%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0.14%

0.06%

university

overall

0.10%

0.07%

* Blank entries indicate selected keyword was not triggered
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Sample ad messages
Got Stanford questions?
students happy to answer them.
stanford .answeru .com

Share your knowledge
Help other Stanford students find
the answers they're looking for.
stanford.answeru.com

Questions about Stanford?
Get the answers you need from other
Stanford students on AnswerU!
stanford.answeru .com

Are you a Stanford expert?
Help other Stanford students find
the answers they're looking for.
stanford .answeru .com

Don't be shy - we've got current

Get the inside scoop
Find answers to college questions
without sending embarrassing spams
stanford.answeru.com

Become a Stanford expert!
Help other Stanford students find
the answers they're looking for.
stanford.answeru.com

Websites referenced in this thesis
Answeru

www.answeru.com

uniine quesuon-answer
market focused on

txperiment suDject

college life
Blogger

www.blogspot.com

Online blogging platform;
now owned by Google.

Example of a large
Internet company
overtaking a startup

PayPal

www.paypal.com

Online payment system

Example of 2SP,

acquired by eBay

example of viral
embedding product
strategy

Linkedin

www.linkedin.com

Online social network site

Linkedln Answers

for professionals
Yahoo!

answers.yahoo.com

Answers
digg

YouTube

digg.com

www.youtube.com

Largest online question-

Discussion of

answer market, launched

producer-side

June 2006.

strategies

Online news aggregator

Discussion of

driven by user-submitted
articles

producer-side
strategies

Video-sharing site

Example of viral
embedding product
strategy

yelp

www.yelp.com

Local businesses reviews

Example of a

site

compliment system.

